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WEBSITE HOSTING
DONE RIGHT
RELIABLE | FAST | SECURE
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What is in our plans

HOSTING
Website hosting can be a very
complex topic of discussion leaving
some of the most computer savvy
people a bit dazed. Our solution is
designed to keep things simple
from start to finish, removing all of
the jargon where possible.
By utilising one of the most robust
hosting providers in the UK we feel
comfortable knowing the
engineers behind this network
really are the best.
Backed by scaleable cloud based
servers and SSD storage coupled
with daily backups, and Wordpress
specific environments we are
confident in our approach.

Business or personal, large or small, we have
a premium hosting plan for your site.
We value site loading speed and rock-solid
uptime backed with superb security and our
award winning customer service.
We include your domain name & 10gb email
mailboxes free of charge every year you are
with us guaranteed!

Need extra peace of mind why not
add an Secure Socket Layer, SSL, to
your website to tick that extra box
for Google whilst protecting your
customers data.

HOSTING MADE
SIMPLE
Cloud / SSD / SSL / Daily
Backup / UK Data Centres
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Keep It Simple

Bolt On The Best

SUMMARY

EXTRAS

Cloud Based SSD Performance
driven unlimited UK hosting
Unlimited 10gb email addresses
Domain name included

Siteshield Security
Email Support
VPS Upgrade
SSL Security
Dedicated Server Upgrade

We provide our service through a reputable third party who have a track record in providing industry leading hosting.

THE POWER BEHIND THE SYSTEM
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HOW SSLS WORK
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) certificates are used to encrypt the information
travelling to and from the hosting server. This is instead of sending that data by
plain text – which could be intercepted. It can be used for websites and email
systems.
A very simple explanation of how SSL works would be:

A browser tries to connect to a website
The browser first contacts a DNS server to find where the site is hosted, then
contacts that web server
If the the website is secured by SSL, the web server sends a copy of the
website’s SSL certificate to the browser
The browser checks to see whether the certificate is genuine with the issuer
of the certificate. It needs to be a trusted certificate authority, such as
Geotrust
If it checks out OK, the browser sends a message to the web server and
exchanges the necessary encryption information: a key and hashing cypher –
basically a code!
Encrypted data is shared between the browser and the web server

Not only is it secure but Google will love you more
for it - CLICK HERE TO FIND OUT WHY!

WHAT
NEXT?

WE ARE RATED 4.9 / 5
STARS ON GOOGLE
Outrank
Middlesbrough / .TS2 1RT

www.outrank.co.uk
Tel: 01642 931 380

